Postprocessing of confidence scores in keyword search (KWS) task is known to be an efficient way of improving retrieval performance. In this paper, we extend the existing graph-based re-ranking algorithm proposed for KWS score calibration. We replace the originally used Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance measure between prospective hits with distances between their Acoustic Word Embeddings (AWEs) learned from Neural Networks. We argue that AWEs trained to discriminate between the same and different words should improve the graphbased re-ranking performance. Experimental results on two languages from IARPA Babel program show that our approach outperforms the DTW and improves the baseline KWS result between 3.0 -7.5% relative on the Maximum Term Weighted Value (MTWV) measure. It was previously shown, that enhancing detection lists with keyword exemplars given high confidence, improved the algorithm performance. We additionally expanded the detection lists with negative query exemplars and observed further improvements in MTWV.
Introduction
A large piece of information consumed by internet users is multimedia content, to a significant part consisting of speech data. Such multimedia data includes video lecture recordings, broadcast news, voice messages, etc. That is why developing technologies for browsing, along with fast and accurate retrieving of speech data from large audio archives is in high demand. Searching for specific concepts, names, discussion topics can be approached via KWS, sometimes also referred to as Spoken Term Detection (STD). KWS is an information retrieval task aimed at detecting all occurrences of a query in a spoken archive. A query is a single word or a sequence of words given to the system in orthographic form t = {w1, ..., wn}.
A typical KWS pipeline consists of an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, that transcribes the target audio archive into word or subword-based lattices. Lattices are generated and indexed offline, providing a mapping between words in the lexicon and their hypothesized occurrences in the corpus. In our system lattices are converted into time marked word lists [1] (TMWLs) prior to indexing. Given an input query, the retrieval engine performs a search for its occurrences over the generated index and produces a list of prospective hits ranked by confidence scores. The hit confidence score is computed from the arc posterior probabilities of the lattice and denotes the confidence of the KWS system that the query occurrence is met at this time interval. Finally, the system performance is evaluated by adjusting the global decision threshold on development set, so that the KWS evaluation metric is optimized. The hit is accepted if its score is higher than the threshold.
The Term Weighted Value (TWV) [2] is a standard evaluation metric of KWS performance in IARPA Babel program [3] . Given a list of keywords τ = {t1, ..., tm} the resulting TWV score is the average of TWV values for each search query. The better the keyword hypotheses found match the actual occurrences, the higher the TWV. As far as all queries equally contribute to the final score regardless of their occurrence, TWV is highly influenced by rare terms. The TWV optimization is also biased towards reducing the number of missed detections (increasing the recall) rather than reducing the number of false alarms.
One of the major problems in KWS is high variability of hit confidence scores across queries, such that the optimal acceptance threshold is different for different hitlists. Moreover, low-resource conditions result in poor recognition performance, which makes the detection scores less reliable in identifying a hit as a correct one or a FA. A low-resource scenario also leads to an increased out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate. Postprocessing is applied to calibrate confidence scores to overcome the presented limitations.
Graph-based re-ranking was proposed as a score calibration method in [4, 5] and has shown a considerable improvement in KWS retrieval performance on Babel data. Based on the extensions presented in [6, 7] , we apply the graph-based reranking algorithm to detection lists expanded by training exemplars. The novelty of our approach is a substitution of the DTW matching between detections by distances between their corresponding acoustic embeddings. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of using distances between AWEs instead of DTW has not been studied before. We compared the performance of embedding models trained with different degrees of supervision. We experimented with embedding vectors extracted from the bottleneck layer of a classifier model, a weakly-supervised metric learning model, and a completely unsupervised autoencoder approach. The basic assumption of our approach states that AWEs should better discriminate between instances of the same and different words as far as embeddings are more robust to acoustic variations.
Related work
There are multiple approaches of KWS result postprocessing. The goal of system combination [8, 9, 10] is to merge KWS results obtained on lattices generated by different underlying ASR systems. Another group is represented by score normalization methods, such as sum-to-one [9] , query length normalization [10] , keyword-specific thresholding [11] . Verification methods are aimed at classifying detections as correct ones or FAs and are mostly focused on engineering features for hit classification [12, 13, 14, 15] . Finally, another group of postprocessing methods calibrates scores via optimizing the KWS metric [16, 17, 18, 8] . The graph-based re-ranking is an algorithm inspired from Information Retrieval (IR). It was introduced in [4, 5] and applied to the Babel data. The algorithm is aimed at rescoring hits, assuming that hits similar to other hits with high confidences should also be given higher scores. It was proposed in [7] to apply the algorithm on the hitlists enhanced with ground truth detections of the keyword sampled from the training data.
Acoustic Word Embedding is a speech processing task aimed at extracting fixed-dimensional vector representations v ∈ R D of acoustic words (utterances) using their acoustic features x T 1 = {x1, ..., xT }. The goal of the acoustic embedding model is to learn such a function f θ (x T 1 ) : R F ×T → R D , that provides a mapping from a variable length feature sequence to a vector. The embedding model is trained to map acoustically similar words into embedding vectors close together in the embedding space. In the context of the AWE task earlier works studied dimensionality reduction methods, such as downsampling and Laplacian eigenmaps [19, 20] . Classifier neural networks for AWEs were deeply investigated in [21, 22] . The authors proposed using CNN [23] and RNN [24] models, trained to predict word identity of the input acoustic sequence. The effect of siamese training [25] was studied there as well. The unsupervised approach using a sequence-to-sequence autoencoder (S2S-AE) was investigated in [26, 27] .
Re-ranking using Acoustic Word Embeddings
In this section we provide a brief overview of the graph-based re-ranking algorithm and focus more on describing the AWE models as far as applying embeddings in the graph-based reranking framework is the main contribution of this work.
Graph-based re-ranking
The more detailed explanation of the algorithm can be found in [6, 7] . Given a set of search queries the KWS system produces lists of prospective hits for each query. Detections are described by the location (recording), start time, duration and ranked by a confidence score. According to [7] we expanded the hitlists with ground truth detections sampled from the training corpus, given high confidence scores. We only sampled occurrences of single-word queries. Therefore, the number of training hits varies depending on the number of keyword instances in the training data. The detection lists of multi-word queries were re-ranked by only using hypotheses from the hitlist, as was proposed by the original algorithm design in [4, 5] . A similarity graph is built for a hitlist, so that nodes are detections (both retrieved hits and ground truth detections), while edges denote the acoustic similarity between detections. Acoustic similarity is computed between pairs of nodes as
where d(hi, hj) is a DTW cost of aligning hits hi and hj, or a cosine distance between corresponding AWEs. Distances dmin and dmax are minimum and maximum distances within the hitlist. A bidirectional connection is added from each node hi to its K-nearest neighbours weighted by the acoustic similarity. Edge weight is normalized over the sum of outgoing edges' weights of the source node. The propagation scores R k g (hi, t) are iteratively updated until convergence using the equation
Here R(hi, t) is the initial confidence score of hit hi, α, β ∈ [0, 1] are interpolation weights defining the contribution from query detections and training exemplars respectively, R 0 g (hj, t) is randomly initialized. Finally, the graph scores are defined as
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is an exponentiation parameter, that defines how re-ranking score will contribute to the final confidence.
Acoustic Word Embedding models
We experimented with AWE models trained with different degrees of supervision considering the low-resource condition. The Classifier model requires the most supervision as it is trained to classify the word identity from a given acoustic feature sequence. The Siamese network does not need word identities, it only needs to know whether two sequences represent the same or different words. The Encoder-decoder models are trained in the style of sequence-to-sequence auto-encoders.
Classifier model
The RNN classifier used in our work is inspired by [22] . The network reads a sequence of acoustic features x T 1 = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xT } corresponding to an acoustic word w frame by frame and outputs a prediction of its word label. The model consists of S bidirectional LSTM [24, 28] (biLSTM) layers as depicted in Figure 1 
is used as the embedding of the input acoustic sequence. It is then forwarded through a feed-forward layer using the softmax activation function to predict the most probable word. Cross-Entropy is used as the loss function. According to [22] , increasing the number of stacked recurrent layers along with the feed-forward layers on top leads to improvements in the discriminative power of the embeddings which is supported by the results on word discrimination task [29] . However, in our setups, linear layers on top only decreased both the validation score during training and the graph-based re-ranking results.
Weakly-supervised training using Siamese networks
As far as the desired property of AWEs in the graph-based reranking framework is the suitability to discriminate between correct detections and incorrectly retrieved occurrences, we investigated metric learning methods. Siamese network [25] denotes a pair/triplet of tied neural networks, which share parameters. These networks are jointly trained to optimize a common objective. Siamese training allows the use of word pair side information instead of word identities. It is explicitly trained to maximize the distance between embeddings of different words while minimizing the embedding distance of different instances of the same word. The triplet model consists of three jointly trained networks and gets a tuple of inputs (x a , x s , x d ) in each training iteration, where the anchor sample x a and same sample x s are sequences with the same word label while the third Motivated by the work in [22] we built 3-layer biLSTM models in both language setups. The network processes input sequences and extracts their AWEs (va, vs, v d ) as concatenated last hidden states of the top recurrent layer. Extracted AWEs are used to optimize the loss function proposed in [21] L tripl = max{0, m + dcos(va, vs) − dcos(va, v d )} (4) where dcos(vi, vj) is a cosine distance between embeddings vi and vj. However, the large vocabulary resulted in a situation where many word identities never appear to be sampled together in a triplet. The model is not trained to discriminate between them. Based on the ideas from [30] and [31] we implemented a minibatch triplet loss. We concatenate three streams (v i ,v j )∈P d max{0, m − dcos(vi, vj)} (5) In addition it is possible to combine the Classifier and Siamese models, such that the AWE of the anchor sample is also processed by a feed-forward layer with a softmax at the end.
Sequence-to-sequence autoencoder
All the methods presented so far use some form of information about the word identity, which requires some supervision. Alternatively, it is possible to extract a word representation only relying on the information from the signal. [26, 27] proposed using a sequence-to-sequence autoencoder to extract representations of audio signals in an unsupervised fashion. The model consists of the RNN encoder
are taken as the embedding of the input utterance. This representation v is then used to initialize the decoder hidden state. The decoder y = g(h) is an RNN network trained to reconstruct the input feature sequence via optimizing the Mean Squared Error loss.
Motivated by the reported results we also applied sequence-tosequence autoencoder to extract AWEs. Our model consists of a 2-layer biLSTM encoder (1024 units per direction) and a decoder consisting of LSTM (2048 units) followed by 2-layer biL-STM (1024 units) and a feed-forward layer mapping the output to the feature size.
Encoder-decoder for state sequence classification
Along with reconstructing the sequence of acoustic features we also experimented with an encoder-decoder model, trained to predict the sequence of context dependent phone states for the input acoustic sequence. Our model consists of the encoder, similar to the one in the sequence-to-sequence autoencoder, whose last hidden states are used to initialize the decoder. In contrast to sequence-to-sequence autoencoder, the decoder part here predicts the sequence of tied triphone states. We decided on the model having a A detailed description of the KWS system and underlying ASR systems is presented in [32] . All ASR systems use a tandem acoustic model (AM), based on multilingual features, generated by a DNN trained on data from the Babel Program [33] covering 28 languages. The ASR engines primarily differ in the pronunciation lexicon. A bigram language model (LM) was used for lattice generation. The first system uses a lexicon build from the provided training data, we will designate this system as transcription lexicon. Another system uses additional textual data extracted by a web crawler, it will be denoted as web lexicon. Lattices generated by the web lexicon system were rescored with an LSTM LM [34] . These results are referenced in the experiments as web lexicon with lstm lm. The retrieval results are postprocessed with sum-to-one normalization [9] before re-ranking.
Results and Discussion
Results in Table 1 indicate that despite the large vocabulary size AWEs learned by the Classifier model outperform other approaches on IV queries in both Pashto and Mongolian setups. Nonetheless, there is no single method, that consistently outperforms on OOVs for both languages. It is worth to mention, that the Siamese-classifier improvements on transcription lexicon on OOVs are obtained by AWEs extracted by an earlier training epoch of the model, while web lexicon OOVs improvements are obtained by using AWEs extracted by a deeper model (4-layer biLSTM with 800 units per direction). Embeddings learned by a sequence-to-sequence autoencoder result in poor IV performance while they outperform other methods on OOVs in web lexicon and web lexicon lstm lm on Pashto. Training Table 1 : MTWV improvements obtained by applying the graphbased re-ranking. Detection lists of IV queries are expanded with exemplars sampled from the training data. We observe that DTW distances generally outperform AWEs generated by a sequence-to-sequence autoencoder, Encoder-decoder, and Siamese networks on Pashto. However, graph-based re-ranking using Classifier embeddings resulted in the highest improvements in our experiments. The maximum relative improvements over the first-pass KWS result are 7.5% for the system using transcription lexicon, 6.7% for web lexicon and 5.4% for web lexicon lstm lm. The relative improvement of the setup using Classifier AWEs over the DTW-based rescoring reaches 0.5% on IVs and 2.8% on OOVs. The use of distances between Classifier AWEs in Mongolian setup resulted in 3.0% relative MTWV increase over the first-pass KWS result, while it reached 0.3% improvement over DTW on IVs and 0.8% on OOVs. Considering this, we conclude that Classifier AWEs and DTW show competitive performance when used in the graphbased re-ranking framework. The possible way of improvement is a combination of different models for IV and OOV queries.
We additionally enhanced the detection lists of singleword IV queries with negative exemplars given low confidence scores. Our goal was to sample words, that are acoustically similar to the target keyword, in order to match possible recognition errors. Therefore, if some hit is similar to these negative detections, then it is probably a FA. We randomly sampled instances of words from the training corpus with the smallest character edit distance to the keyword (we used K-nearest words). We varied the number of negative hits from 10 to 300, while optimal number is different for different setups. Table 2 shows the effect of negative keyword samples in detection lists. We observe the consistent improvement on MTWV for all setups except sequence-to-sequence autoencoder evaluated on transcription lexicon system.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose utilizing distances based on AWEs as a measure of acoustic similarity in graph-based re-ranking framework. The experimental results indicate that the proposed approach relying on Classifier AWEs outperforms the DTW-based counterpart. We also showed that including negative query examples yields further MTWV gains. The total relative improvements on Pashto over the first-pass result vary between 5.6% and 7.6%, while the improvements over the DTW-based result vary between 0.1% and 0.3%. The relative improvement for Mongolian reached 3.3% and 0.5% compared to the first-pass KWS result and to the DTW-based rescoring respectively.
